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Our understanding of the early evolution of animals will be greatly improved if a final
solution can be found to the evolutionary relationships between Porifera, Placozoa,
Ctenophora, Cnidaria, and Bilateria. There have been many recent attempts to solve
this key issue at the base of the metazoan tree of life, and these have sparked heated
discussions and highlighted fundamental analytical problems. We argue that solving this
problem will necessitate analysis of disparate data types, including phylogenomic data,
larger scale genomic characters, developmental data, and morphological characters.
At the least, morphological and developmental data must be used to cross-validate
phylogenomic conclusions, but ideally solutions should be sought to the problems of
combining disparate data sources with appropriate character weighting and algorithm
choice.
Keywords: urmetazoon, tree of life (ToL), phylogenetic approaches, concatenated analyses, most short-lived
hypotheses, character weighting, diploblastic animals, Bilateria
INTRODUCTION
The base of the metazoan tree of life is one of those phylogenetic enigmas that has charm, appeal,
and unfortunately elusiveness. While a considerable amount of, in recent years predominantly
molecular, phylogenetic information has been collected to address the relationships in this part
of the tree of life, there is still a great deal of mystery surrounding relationships at the base of the
Metazoa. And hence answering the lingering question “what did the urmetazoon look like?” is still
enigmatic.
The five major players at the level of phylum in the quest for the urmetazoon (Porifera [Pf],
Cnidaria [Cn], Placozoa [Pl], Ctenophora [Ct], and Bilateria [B]) are more than likely each
monophyletic (Schierwater et al., 2009), although there has been some controversy as to whether
Porifera are such (Wörheide et al., 2012). So the question becomes a simple five taxon statement
with outgroups which are usually Choanoflagellates (C) followed by other unicellular protists
(Pr) and Fungi (F). With five taxa, there are 105 discrete fully bifurcating hypotheses that can
accommodate the five taxa with an outgroup (Schierwater et al., 2009). Many of these have been
discussed (Figure 1) in the context of past research (Collins et al., 2005; Ryan et al., 2013), and the
great majority of them can be eliminated on the basis of research over the past two decades. For
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FIGURE 1 | One of the first evolutionary scenarios for the animal tree of life (on the left; Haeckel, 1874) and some current “hypotheses” for the
relationships at the base of the metazoan tree of life (on the right; from Schierwater et al., 2009). In the very early days the first metazoan branch harbors the
sponges and coelenterates, so do some scenarios on the right. The main difference being that Haeckel drew a very natural looking tree to highlight the speculative
nature of the relationships while the modern trees are drawn as distinct linear branching patterns. In the latter the speculative nature often only becomes visible if
different trees from different studies are compared, as shown in six examples on the right. Remarkably, all shown scenarios can claim high support values between 90
and 100% for the critical branches. Cn, Cnidaria; Ct, Ctenophora; S, Sponges; P, Placozoa; B, Bilateria.
instance, hypotheses that postulate Porifera as the sister to
Bilateria can be rejected soundly based on a number of sources of
data. However, there are still a number of hypotheses that linger
in the literature, with no single one winning over the majority of
researchers (cf. Figure 1).
Several recent studies have presented themselves as
authoritative, but we would argue it is too early to be dogmatic
since the available data are incomplete and the inferences
from them highly sensitive to methodological settings (see e.g.,
Philippe et al., 2011b and Pisani et al., 2015). A large amount of
organismal data suggest what some feel is a clear answer (or a
small number of possible answers) but a diversity of molecular
data-based analyses gives further possible answers not all of
which are obviously compatible with morphological data. While
we do not doubt the scientific intention or the methodological
and analytical elegance of the studies that have been published
in the last 5 years on this subject, we merely point out that
no matter how carefully the data are analyzed, interjection of
subjectivity1 into the analysis of data has created a shroud of
uncertainty on inferences made in this part of the tree of life as
pointed out by Siddall (2010), who called this oscillation between
championing and then rejecting hypotheses “unringing the
1The term “subjectivity” here is not meant as an accusation but rather a neutral
term to highlight that an author (“subject”) has to pick just a few tools out of a
large box with a large number of options. Since many tools seem cum grano salis
equally justified “objective” criteria are often unclear and “subjective” criteria are
the only option to proceed.
bell.” A consequence of this approach is that the most recently
published hypothesis in the literature is given much attention
and tacitly accepted by many, until a new data set or a reanalysis
is published that overturns the reigning champion.
Some of us believe that this approach to science is unfortunate
and that a traditional—but slower—approach has its merits. In
this approach, a new idea has to be well supported before it
can be called a preliminary “working hypothesis.” If this idea
subsequently garners additional support from other studies it
becomes a “hypothesis.” The difference between the traditional
and contemporary use of terminology is substantial, and we note
that making the headlines in high-impact journals and media
reports would be much harder if one adopts the traditional
approach.
In order to understand the dynamics of the current situation,
we need to examine what the relevant data are and how
different data sets and different analytical approaches can lead to
conflicting inferences.We also need to discuss if there ever will be
either (a) an unquestioned dataset and analysis, or (b) a middle
ground where researchers will settle. Addressing these questions
requires that we examinemultiple sources of data for two reasons.
First, such an examination might tell us why the controversy
here is so pointed and sensitive to data input, and secondly to
understand why the outcome of major studies addressing this
problem are so prone to data handling and analytical approaches.
The problem with resolving this part of the tree of life is not an
isolated case. Other parts of the tree of life are equally contentious
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and we hope by placing this problem under the microscope that
researchers facing similar phylogenetic/systematic problems will
benefit from our discussion.
CRUCIAL QUESTIONS
Which Phylogenetic Approach Should We
Use?
If we want a solution to the problem of resolving the
phylogeny and evolution of non-bilaterian metazoans and their
relationships to Bilateria then we will need to play by the
“rules” of modern phylogenetics to get to the hypothesis best
supported by the data. We need not hash out the controversial
nature or philosophical aspects of phylogenetic analysis here,
but suffice to say the many variables that can be infused into
phylogenetic analyses make the generation of a best supported
hypothesis a challenge. At one level, the optimization procedure
for constructing the hypothesis can be varied. It is well known
that distance, parsimony, likelihood, and Bayesian approaches
often times give disparate results. At another level, variables such
as outgroup choice, character weighting, character inclusion and
exclusion, model parameters, choice of search parameters, and
method of assessing robustness all complicate matters greatly.
And still at a third level, the argument as to whether data
should be concatenated or treated in a coalescent context have
crept into the debate about contentious phylogenetic problems
(e.g., Edwards, 2009; Gatesy and Springer, 2014). Thus, which
phylogenetic approach should we use?
There exist at least two principally different opinions. I. Some
say: Since the problems involved in this phylogenetic conundrum
encompass a wide array of analytical freedom and uncertainty
it seems debatable whether a further increase in any kind of
data can solve this century old debate, which could become
a touchstone for modern evolutionary biology. II. Others say:
While the sophistication and rigor of modern phylogenetics has
improved dramatically in recent years, continued theoretical and
methodological developments enhance and reveal the limitations
in our current interpretation of new and existing evidence. If
we succeed with integrating the enormous new data sets from
comparative genomics and transcriptomics with other character
systems we may solve the current problem.
In either case, a detailed re-examination of the evidence
and argumentation surrounding the “elusive urmetazoon” is
especially timely and we suggest that a detailed examination of
the nuances of our approaches to the elusive urmetazoon is an
important step before more data are “thrown” at the problem.
One of the major reasons that certain hypotheses are rejected
outright is because they require unique explanations for the
repeated origin of complex features. These interpretations can
violate preconceived notions of how specific character systems
or complexities have evolved. This reluctance to accept a specific
hypothesis based on a single character system, like the nervous
system, in most cases is logical, but in the light of additional data
the logic erodes. In this context we are reminded of an ancient
fable that describes six blind men examining the same thing.
Each used the sense of touch to gather data about the object.
Each came to different conclusions about the thing because they
were examining only a small part of the overall object. A snake, a
spear, a fan, a tree trunk, a rope, and a wall were the individual
conclusions. All made different inferences from their data, all
were convinced they were right and all were happy they were
right. But by combining their data they came to the correct
conclusion that they were indeed confronted with an elephant
(the snake was the trunk of the elephant, the spear the tusks,
the fan its ears, the tree trunk the legs, the rope the tail, and the
wall was the side of the elephant). In short, data combination
and cross-corroboration to test for (biological) plausibility seems
to be the most reasonable way to approach the problem of the
metazoan radiation.
The question then becomes how do we combine the data?
Again the controversial nature of this question has been explored
in the literature. There are two major approaches to the problem
of data combination. Supertree methods involve quantitative
meta-analysis of existing trees to come to a consensus on the
tree topologies from different studies. Combined data methods
simply concatenate existing information into a single largematrix
that is then analyzed with one or several optimality criteria. The
supertree approach has been criticized at length (Gatesy et al.,
2002, 2003, 2004) and so wewill not discuss this approach further,
although we recognize that this approach is still debated. Within
the combined data approach there are two further ways to analyze
the combined matrix. The first is the supermatrix approach
and the second is the “short cut” coalescence method (Gatesy
and Springer, 2014; Springer and Gatesy, 2016) also called
concatalescence. The concatalescence method has its problems
as outlined by Gatesy and Springer (Gatesy and Springer, 2014;
Springer and Gatesy, 2016). So in the opinion of most authors
here, the supermatrix concatenation method is what we are left
with for the problem of the deep Metazoan relationships.
Which Characters Should We Use?
Concatenation then seems to be the best approach to
the problem, but which characters do we concatenate?
Philosophically this question seems easily answered—all of
the characters should be used (Kluge, 1989). But arguments
have been made for a deeper consideration of the “quality” of
the characters involved in this problem (Osigus et al., 2013b),
especially regarding the potential contribution of systematic
error (bias) and random error (noise) in specific character
systems (see Whelan et al., 2015a, and references therein).
Some of the character systems that are involved in producing
the multiple hypotheses we are faced with are arguments about
the origin of complexity. Can evolution produce a jump from
a basic and simple bauplan (protists) to a relatively derived and
complex bauplan (e.g., sponges or ctenophores)? Related to this
issue is whether we need to view evolution as simply the addition
of complexity or do we explicitly accept that loss of characters
is commonplace in evolution? Concerning complexity, one of
the main principles of modern phylogenetics is to minimize
interpretations that require independent gain of complex
character systems. Cases of secondarily reduced complexity
are usually found in derived parasitic or endosymbiontic
lineages such as the Myxozoa and Dicyemida (cf. Canning and
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Okamura, 2004). Another open question concerns the use of
key developmental genes as indicators of phylogenetic position,
such as the Hox gene system (Kuhn et al., 1999; Schierwater and
Desalle, 2001; Kamm et al., 2006; Schierwater et al., 2008) or the
mesodermal gene system (Ryan et al., 2013). These approaches
will need to be considered if the now classical view of evolution
and development, where a genetic toolbox exists in the common
ancestor of organisms, is a valid one for this part of the tree of life.
With whole genomes exist at the phylum level for all of the five
major players in this phylogenetic conundrum one would think
that a precise description of the “toolbox” would be possible.
And indeed there has been some progress on this front, with
comparative gene studies for nervous system genes, Hox genes,
and mesodermal genes among many having been established.
For a meaningful comparative biology the integration of
comparative data from different fields must be a conditio sine qua
non. Presently, however, mostly analyses of large DNA sequence
data sets (“quantitative” phylogenomics data) make the headlines
(e.g., Maxmen, 2013), while so-called “qualitative” characters,
like development or morphology, are seemingly outnumbered
by sequence data. Thus, the question arises whether one can
give adequate relative weight to the different characters in
concatenated analyses (Osigus et al., 2013a). One might argue
that an A vs. a C in position 431 in the HSP 70 gene should
be given less weight than the presence vs. absence of a nervous
system or a coelom. But how much less? Furthermore, should
gain of a qualitative character be weighted the same as loss of that
character? For some researchers, however, character weighting is
not an issue. They argue that there are many ways to include,
exclude or compare the results of data elements and warn
against hallowed interpretations of morphological features. Most
researchers admit that it is a limitation of our current methods
that we cannot combine radically different data types in an
agnostic way.
COMPLEX (“QUALITATIVE”) CHARACTERS
Morphological Characters
Anatomical and developmental characters are always
outnumbered by molecular characters and at the base
of the metazoan ToL this observation reaches it’s peak.
Here morphology is very different between the key taxa
under consideration, and was “frozen” as very subtle and
un-interpretable anatomical changes occurred. Hence we are
left with very few shared anatomical characters to analyze. In
contrast, the more derived Bilateria invented a third germ layer,
a centralized nerve cord and a through-gut, which together
fueled an explosion of bauplan radiation and new, informative,
anatomical characters. But even here the molecular characters
outnumber morphological characters by several orders of
magnitude. In recent phylogenetic analyses investigating the
base of the animal ToL we find several analyses using thousands
or even tens of thousands of sequence characters and just one
analysis that also includes morphological characters, which
number 17 altogether (Schierwater et al., 2009). It is hard to see
that we will gain significant amounts of additional morphological
characters in the future and it is unclear whether we will ever
agree on a rule for weightingmorphology for suchmorphological
data to become relevant for the analyses. As it is currently, it
comes as no surprise that molecular phylogeneticists usually do
not bother to include morphological characters in their analyses
(as an exception see O’Leary et al., 2013).
This does not mean, however, that morphological characters
are irrelevant. It seems logical to us that, at the very least,
one should reflect morphology onto a tree and cross-validate
hypotheses derived from phylogenomic data for biological
plausibility, in order to detect “non-sense” scenarios. One
intriguing example for biological “non-sense” might be putting
ctenophores within Ecdysozoans based on the analysis of near
intron pairs (Lehmann et al., 2013) as well as the sister to the
remaining metazoans (Whelan et al., 2015b). A comparative
zoologist immediately shakes his or her head here and ignores
the result. Most molecular systematists will do so too, but there is
a danger of some becoming excited by the attractive prospect of
upset dogma.
Next Generation Progress
Progress seems possible only if (a) the developmental genetics
underlying morphological traits are understood in some detail,
and if (b) the problem of character weighting is resolved in a
way that morphological and developmental characters receive
appropriate value. Some authors, however, may argue that we
do not need a weighting scheme and instead should evaluate
independent sources of evidence on their own merits. But what
do we do if independent sources support different phylogenetic
hypotheses? It is hard to see that we can escape any comparative
evaluation approaches. Wishful thinking would be that we
unravel the multi-dimensional genetics behind every relevant
morphological structure, quantify this genetics, score it in a
character-based matrix, and weight each such character relative
to DNA or protein sequence data. Given the exponential increase
in transcriptome data from tissues or even single cells we may
indeed expect future progress here. On the other hand, if we
have such functional genetics data, we may no longer need large
sequence matrix-based molecular trees.
EvoDevo Data
According to Ernst Haeckel’s biogenetic rule—no matter
how much of a simplification it might be—comparative
developmental data provide some of the strongest “qualitative
data” available to resolve phylogenetic relationships. Many
studies on bilaterian animals have emphasized this. At the base
of the metazoan ToL, however, comparative EvoDevo from at
least two of the four diploblast (i.e., non-bilaterian) phyla are cum
grano salismissing. Furthermore, the shared pool of homologous
morphological characters between these phyla is highly limited.
For example, the most simple metazoan animal bauplan, that
of Placozoa, hardly has any of the typical metazoan characters
(e.g., placozoans lack a main body axis, organs, endoderm, basal
lamina, and extracellular matrix) and there are no morphological
indications that these animals may be secondarily reduced
(simplified) (c.f. Schierwater, 2005; Srivastava et al., 2008;
Schierwater et al., 2010).
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Next Generation Progress
The expected progress here will be connected to the expected
progress on developmental and morphological data (see above).
In the not too far future we may expect to see detailed spatio-
temporal maps of gene networks encoding for all principle
morphological structures. Such maps will certainly contribute
enormously to questions of homology and maybe also open new
avenues for character weighting.
The Fossil Record
At the base of the metazoan tree of life few groups had evolved
hard structures necessary for extensive fossil records, although
the rare preservation of soft part fossils in certain Cambrian
and Ediacaran sediments allows for some paleontological data.
Since major groups and even phyla have largely escaped the
fossil record, such as the Placozoa and Ctenophora during large
parts of the Paleozoic, these data are of little value to reconstruct
phylogenies and consequently we leave them out here. However,
the (even sparse) fossil record can be of prime importance
for the temporal resolution of deep clade divergences using a
molecular clock approach (reviewed in Wörheide et al., 2015).
In addition, further careful analysis (or rather re-analysis) of
Ediacaran and Cambrian fossils may yet give clues to ancestral
character combinations.
Molecular Morphologies
Genomic and transcriptomic data give many opportunities
for comparative analysis beyond inference of single nucleotide
substitutions in homologous genes, the method that lies at
the core of most current phylogenomic approaches. Larger-
scale differences between genomes, for example gene losses,
gene duplications, gene fusions, changes to physical gene order,
intron position differences, and indels causing structural changes
to genes, are all possible sources of data that could provide
useful phylogenetic characters. To-date, few robust analytical
methods have been developed for data such as these, and
they have rarely been exploited systematically, apart from some
analyses of gene loss data (which we discuss separately, see
below). Secondary structure attributes within ribosomal genes
were among the first “molecular morphology” characters used in
phylogenetic analyses of Metazoa (Ender and Schierwater, 2003;
Edger et al., 2014), but while it is comparatively easy to identify
such characters it is clearly not straightforward to score them in
a character matrix. The transition between states usually occurs
on a continuous scale making the division of discrete character
states difficult to delimit. Furthermore, the number of characters
generated by secondary structure analyses of ribosomal genes
is usually low and thus faces similar problems as other quality
data, i.e., they are easily outnumbered by primary sequence data.
Other sorts of molecular data, such as gain or loss of genes or
introns, provide discrete character states and it should be more
straightforward to develop analytical methods.
Gain and loss of introns are phylogenetically informative
(Venkatesh et al., 1999; Roy and Irimia, 2008), unless multiple
independent gains and losses occur. To alleviate this issue at
least in part, Near Intron Positions (NIPs) have been proposed
(Krauss et al., 2008) as a relatively homoplasy-free marker. Since
exons separating two introns need to have a minimum length,
two very close introns cannot coexist in the same sequence
so that one has to be lost before the other is inserted, thus
establishing a temporal ordering. While NIPs seem to work
very well at phylum level, an application to the base of the
metazoan tree (Lehmann et al., 2013) was unable to resolve the
deepest nodes. Gains of novel genes may be similarly useful, yet
difficult to analyze as systematic characters due to homoplasy
problems (Rosenfeld and DeSalle, 2012). A recent systematic
study, furthermore, reports widespread recurrent evolution of
diverse genomic features (Maeso et al., 2012), hinting at so
far poorly understood mechanisms of genome evolution that
need to be understood before the phylogenetic use of molecular
morphologies can be widespread.
From a practical point of view, the community lacks
efficient and easy to use computational pipelines to extract
molecular/morphological characters from genome and/or
transcriptome data that would us to refine and extend published
pilot studies in the light of the rapidly increasing set of taxa for
which massive NGS data are becoming available.
Next Generation Progress
The exponential increase in sequence data will lead to an
exponential increase in data on molecular morphologies. Clearly
these data will be valuable once the computational progress to
extract and analyse the information fromWGSs has been made.
Gene Loss Data
Gene loss data should harbor some of the most robust
phylogenetic information (Sharma et al., 2014). Loosing a gene
is commonplace in evolution and it seems to have happened
regularly in nuclear and most often in mitochondrial genomes.
On the other hand, regaining a gene that has been lost before
seems to be cum grano salis impossible. We are not aware of a
single example that has occurred other than by lateral transfer or
gene duplication (both of which are readily recognized). Strong
gene loss data will always be outnumbered by other kinds of
DNA sequence data but even so they might provide high quality
“qualitative characters.” Application of gene loss analysis to
mitochondria revealed that the gene-richmitochondrial genomes
are found in placozoans and sponges, and that during course
of anagenetic (apomorphic) evolution mitochondria appear to
have lost more and more genes until they reached the smaller
size seen in ctenophores, cnidarians, and bilaterians. This could
have phylogenetic implications, if the probability of shared vs.
independent gene loss was better understood, but already there
are indications that independent loss of the same genes can
occur in different lineages (Lavrov, 2007). Some mitochondrial
genomes in calcareous sponges and hydrozoans are linearized
and fragmented which also makes phylogenetic interpretation
difficult (Voigt et al., 2008; Lavrov et al., 2013). Moving to
gene loss in nuclear genomes, the interpretation of comparative
data relies on accurate gene models to identify genes in the
first place, and robust clustering to identify orthologous genes
(Rosenfeld and DeSalle, 2012). Both problems are solvable, but
not as straightforward as they sound. Ryan et al. (2013) attempted
to test claims of a sister group relationship of Ctenophora to the
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remaining metazoans (the “Ctenophora-sister” hypothesis) with
analysis of a gene presence/absence matrix. However, the analysis
failed to resolve somemonophyletic groups within Bilateria, such
as Annelida and Chordata (see their Figure 2). Pisani et al.
(2015) reanalyzed this dataset and corrected for ascertainment
bias and were able to reconstruct a phylogeny from this data
where Annelida and Chordata were recovered as monophyletic,
including Porifera as the sister group to the remaining animals.
This suggests that the very difficult methodological problems
have not yet been fully overcome.
Next Generation Progress
The number of annotated whole nuclear genomes has increased
substantially and will continue to do so rapidly that in theory
the potential information on gene losses in taxa should be
commonplace. If we can identify and eliminate artifacts of
incorrect gene assignment, missed annotations and homoplasy,
and if we accept that regaining a formerly lost gene is cum
grano salis impossible (by using for example Dollo parsimony or
some likelihood model that accommodates this rule), we expect
some major contributions from such data to our century old
debate. The problem of objective weighting of such characters
in phylogenetic analysis will also need tackling, but the potential
of gene loss data (and probably other large genomic changes) is
clear.
MicroRNAs
MicroRNAs are among the most conserved genetic elements in
Bilateria. As a key component in virtually all gene regulatory
networks they are deeply linked to lineage-specific adaptations
and morphological innovations (Heimberg et al., 2008; Tarver
et al., 2013). A least in the Metazoa they fall into hundreds
of groups of evolutionarily unrelated groups (Kozomara and
Griffiths-Jones, 2014) that in most cases originated de novo
from transcribed regions (Hertel et al., 2006; Prochnik et al.,
2007). They have been advocated as excellent, nearly homoplasy-
free genetic markers and have been claimed to resolve several
clades in the ToL (Wheeler et al., 2009; Campo-Paysaa et al.,
2011). Nevertheless, microRNAs are not the near-perfect markers
for which they are sometimes taken. In some cases they have
diverged beyond the point where homology is readily recognized
(Schyth et al., 2015). Several clades, in particular Urochordata
(Fu et al., 2008) and Platyhelminthes (Fromm et al., 2013),
have undergone a massive restructuring of their microRNA
repertoire. Recent quantitative studies (Thomson et al., 2014;
Hertel and Stadler, 2015) show that loss of microRNAs, including
loss of entire families, is not a rare process in metazoan
evolution.
Whilst miRNAs are useful for resolving some phylogenetic
issues within the Bilateria, their usefulness is far more restricted
in non-bilateria. Indeed, animal-type miRNA processing is most
likely restricted to bilaterians. Cnidarians have plant-typemiRNA
pathways (Moran et al., 2013, 2014) and the miRNA machinery
is completely absent from Ctenophora (Maxwell et al., 2012) and
Placozoa (Hertel et al., 2009; Wheeler et al., 2009). Plant-type
miRNA systems have high target specificity and fewer targets and
hence may be subject to high evolutionary turnover.
Individual miRNA families therefore may not by conserved
beyond closely related early-branching metazoan taxa.
Consistent with this, there is no evidence for conservation of
miRNA repertoires across major lineages of Porifera (Robinson
et al., 2013). MiRNAs are unlikely, therefore, to contribute to
resolving the first steps in animal evolution.
Gene Families and Organization
Large and complex groups of genes (superclasses) can provide
suites of phylogenetic markers of the types discussed earlier
(gene gains, gene losses etc.). Since some well characterized
groups of genes, such as homeobox genes, have pivotal roles
in development of animal body plans, some of these genomic
changes may even be related to morphological change. Complex
gene superclasses deserve attention here, therefore, as characters
that may give insight not just into phylogeny but possibly also
into character evolution. One of the most exciting and intriguing
examples for evolutionary relevant genes are in the ANTP class of
homeobox genes, which directly link genetic change to bauplan
development and transformation and to some degree also allow
insight into major evolutionary events (Holland, 2013). The
study of the evolution of the structure, genomic organization,
and developmental functions of these clustered genes seems
straightforward and informative, yet this is somewhat deceptive.
Differing interpretations of gene identities and functions make
for controversial discussions. Nonetheless, these genes are prime
examples if modern genetic qualitative characters and thus
deserve a full discussion and are used as the Rosetta Stone
example here.
The Origin of Hox Genes and Axial Patterning
The discovery that Hox gene organization, expression, and
function is similar between animals as different as insects and
vertebrates constitutes one of the most significant discoveries
in twentieth century biology (McGinnis and Krumlauf, 1992).
It is now clear that the common ancestor of Ecdysozoa,
Lophotrochozoa, and Deuterostomia possessed a single genomic
cluster of around 10 Hox genes, almost certainly expressed
following a spatial colinearity rule and acting to encode and
specify position along the anteroposterior axis of the developing
embryo. But questions remain. Are Hox genes a character
shared by all animals, as proposed 20 years in a speculative
concept known as the zootype (Slack et al., 1993)? If not
present in all animals, have they been lost in some lineages? In
animals possessing Hox genes, are they always deployed in axial
patterning or was this role acquired sometime later? How do Hox
gene functions relate to roles of ParaHox genes and other related
homeobox genes?
Genes containing a homeobox sequence, encoding proteins
with a homeodomain, are found across eukaryotes. They can be
divided into several gene classes (11 in animals), with the ANTP
and PRD classes found in all animals examined, but not in any
other taxa studied to date (Galliot et al., 1999; Banerjee-Basu and
Baxevanis, 2001; Holland, 2013). The ANTP class is particularly
diverse, including Hox genes, ParaHox genes, NK-like genes, and
several other homeobox genes. Current genome data suggest that
although ANTP class genes are present in all animals, Hox genes
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specifically are not. Hox (and ParaHox) genes have not yet been
found in sponges or ctenophores, although these animals do have
NK-like homeobox genes (Larroux et al., 2007; Ryan et al., 2010)
[but see Fortunato et al. (2014) who claim to have identified
a ParaHox-like gene in sponges, although the divergence of
this sequence forces the need for considerable caution in this
interpretation]. The subject of whether cnidarians possess true
Hox genes remains controversial, analysis of genome synteny
suggesting that Nematostella vectensis has a set of genes Hox
genes, many of which are the result of independent duplications,
and a separate set orthologous to ParaHox genes (Kamm and
Schierwater, 2006; Kamm et al., 2006; Ryan et al., 2006; Hui
et al., 2008). The simplest explanation of these data is that the
oldest ANTP class genes are the NK-like homeobox genes, which
date to the origin of animals, and that the Hox and ParaHox
genes arose rather later in evolution by tandem duplication
and divergence from NK-like genes (Castro and Holland, 2003;
Larroux et al., 2007; Schierwater et al., 2008). In this scenario, the
birth of Hox genes occurred in the evolutionary lineage leading
to cnidarians and bilateria ns, after this lineage had diverged from
sponges and ctenophores. The placozoan Trichoplax adhaerens
could occupy a pivotal position in this important evolutionary
transition, because current data indicates it contains just a single
Hox/ParaHox-related gene, Trox-2 (Schierwater and Kuhn, 1998;
Monteiro et al., 2006; Schierwater et al., 2008; Srivastava et al.,
2008). This gene has a protein sequence similar to the ParaHox
gene Gsx, but could conceivably be representative of the elusive
progenitor gene, ancestral to Hox and ParaHox, denoted the
ProtoHox gene.
Putting these findings together, the “zootype” concept can now
be defined more concisely. One approach is to base it on the
presence of ANTP class genes, but not Hox genes specifically.
To confirm or refute the degree to which the information for
these genes would map onto the origin of the Metazoa, more
data are needed on homeobox gene diversity in non-animal
taxa near the base of the Metazoa, as well as in a broader
diversity of sponge, ctenophore, and placozoan species. If the
phylogenetic position of placozoans proves to be more basal
than sponges or ctenophores, or indeed in a clade with all
diplobastic animals, then this scenario would need modification.
However, another approach is simply to recognize the zootype
concept as applying to the Bilateria rather than the Metazoa as a
whole. In this case, the original concept needs no modification,
just its phylogenetic scope. Either way, the complement and
arrangement of homeobox genes in diploblasts provide insights
into the evolutionary origins of the unique genomic organization
and developmental roles of homeobox genes that make up the
zootype concept.
Absence of a gene or genes can reflect the primitive condition,
or it can result from gene loss. Some cases of incomplete
Hox clusters almost certainly represent secondary losses because
they occur in taxa that are embedded in clades with fuller
clusters. Several examples are well documented in insects
and nematodes (Aboobaker and Blaxter, 2003a,b). Similarly,
many specific paralog absences within the vertebrates are
almost certainly cluster-specific losses following whole-genome
duplications (Pascual-Anaya et al., 2013).
At present, it is much more difficult to interpret cases where
the full complement of Hox genes is not present in diploblasts
because there is no clear way to reconstruct the ancestral
condition. It has recently been argued that the absence of Hox
and ParaHox genes in sponges is a secondary condition, and that
the Trox-2 gene of Trichoplax is a ParaHox gene with placozoans
having lost Hox genes (Mendivil Ramos et al., 2012). The theory
is based on “so-called” ghost loci: genomic regions syntenic
to locations containing these genes in other taxa. If true, this
conclusion would push back the origin of Hox genes to the base of
the animal kingdom, and resurrect the original zootype concept
(Slack et al., 1993). However, the claim is controversial and
alternative interpretations of the data should also be considered.
For example, if duplications of homeobox genes were not
coincident in time with generation of the neighbor genes, empty
pseudo-syntenic regions could exist before new homeobox genes
were transposed to these locations. This controversy clearly needs
resolution, and that will require high-quality genome assemblies
from taxa representing additional diploblast lineages and close
relatives of the Metazoa. For now we put greater weight on
the phylogenetic distribution of genes, described above, which
suggests that while ANTP class genes date to the base of animals,
Hox genes exist only in cnidarians and bilaterians.
Possession of a gene in one species does not necessarily imply
it performs the same role as in another. This is particularly
true for genes encoding transcription factors, since downstream
targets and thus biological function can readily change in
evolution. Do Hox genes play the same role in cnidarians
and bilaterians? This too has proved a controversial question,
and a difficult one to answer. Early indications based on
gene expression in Nematostella vectensis suggested that Hox
genes were expressed in regional domains along the oral-aboral
axis of the polyp (Finnerty et al., 2004), implying that the
sea anemone oral cavity was at the homologous end to the
bilaterian mouth. However, the pattern does not apply to all
Hox genes. Furthermore, Wnt expression, which is a definitive
posterior marker in bilaterians, is also expressed in the oral
cavity, suggesting the opposite orientation. Compounding the
uncertainty, differences also exist between cnidarian species.
The diversity of Hox gene expression pattern seen in different
cnidarians also seems counter to a conserved role in axial
patterning, as does an apparent lack of conserved clustering; thus
the working hypothesis must be that Hox genes do not perform
the same role in cnidarians as in bilaterians. Thus, Kamm et al.
(2006) argued that the “Hox system” does not exist in cnidarians,
a term that was used to encapsulate gene function rather than
simply gene presence.
Returning to Hox genes of Bilateria, where a role in
anteroposterior patterning is uncontroversial, brings up another
question. If Hox genes originated from within the ANTP class,
how do their functions relate to those of other ANTP class genes?
Within this homeobox class, the majority of genes fall into the
Hox, ParaHox, and NK-like genes. All ANTP class genes play
roles in development, but at first glance the range of roles is both
diverse and puzzling. One model to make sense of the apparent
confusion notes that Hox, ParaHox, andNK genes are each found
in gene clusters in bilaterians, with each predominantly active
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in a different germ layer of the bilaterian embryo. Thus, Hox
genes primarily pattern ectoderm including neural tissue (though
mesodermal roles have been added in insects and vertebrates),
NK-like genes predominantly pattern mesoderm, and ParaHox
genes play roles in the gut (although a role in the mouth has been
lost in chordates). Once again, more data are needed from a range
of taxa, but it is at least plausible that the ANTP class genes in
bilaterians were recruited to pattern the diversity of germ layer
derivatives (Brooke et al., 1998; Holland, 2001, 2013; Jagla et al.,
2001).
SEQUENCE (“QUANTITATIVE”)
CHARACTERS
With the advent of molecular systematics based on gene
sequences (or rather, based on modeling nucleotide substitutions
between gene sequences) came the revolution and explosion
of new phylogenetic trees in all areas of the ToL. For many
taxa, molecular systematics has resolved crucial genealogies and
provided new insights into phylogenetic relationships that could
not be resolved from morphological data alone [e.g., Wörheide
et al. (2012) for Porifera, Eitel et al. (2014) for Placozoa]. At the
same time molecular systematics gave birth to some of the most
short-lived hypotheses ever seen in biological sciences. For some
taxa more than a dozen different trees were published in just
a few years, i.e., more than 90% of published “tree hypotheses”
were called “wrong” within a few months—the Mollusca are a
prime example here (Schrödl and Stöger, 2014). Nonetheless, the
various wrongs should not overshadow the spectacular advances
that have been made, many of which have stably changed our
view of animal evolution—at least within the Bilateria.
The even more recent technical revolution in DNA
sequencing has sparked yet another dimension of “quantitative”
data, the generation of whole genome sequences in high-
throughput. The value of such data will also depend on future
progress in bioinformatics handling huge and diverse datasets.
Gene (or Protein) Sequences of Selected
Sets of Genes
Without doubt, parallel revolutionary advances in DNA
sequencing technology, computational informatics, and
phylogenetic methods have enabled rapid progress toward
resolving historically challenging areas of the tree of life.
Relationships within and among major animal phyla for
example have had a similar history of data conflict, partial
resolution, and authoritative debate as is detailed above for just
the metazoan base (Halanych et al., 2002; Dunn et al., 2008;
Campbell et al., 2011; Giribet and Edgecombe, 2012; Nosenko
et al., 2013). Early molecular systematic approaches based on
PCR amplification of one or a few genes demonstrated (after 20
years of effort) that sampling, choice of genes from among a very
limited set, and inadequacy of analytical strategies to account
for the effects of model misspecification and/or systematic
error accounts for much of the overconfidence placed on any
individual smaller study. In recent years, phylogenomic studies
allowing simultaneous analysis of hundreds to thousands of gene
sequences have dramatically reduced the viable alternatives in
consideration for relationships among animal phyla (Dunn et al.,
2008; Evans et al., 2010; Philippe and Roure, 2011; Philippe et al.,
2011a,b; Bernt et al., 2013a,b), arthropod classes (Meusemann
et al., 2010; Regier et al., 2010), and insect orders (Misof et al.,
2014), and many other diverse animal (Dunn et al., 2014)
and plant (Ruhfel et al., 2014; Wickett et al., 2014) clades. For
example, debate over the position of Arthropoda in the animal
tree has subsided with genomic data sets supporting Ecdysozoa
(Dopazo and Dopazo, 2005; Dunn et al., 2008; Telford et al.,
2008; Giribet and Edgecombe, 2012) a group uniting Arthropoda
and their extant relatives (Onychophora, Tardigrades) with
Nematoda and closely related worm phyla (Nematomorpha,
Priapulida, Kinorhyncha, Loricifera). Here, genomic analyses
confirm emphasis on shared possession of a molted cuticle over
earlier hypotheses that stressed body segmentation of annelids
and arthropods. As the complexities of bodyplan evolution
are understood in the context of detailed morphology and
development, superficial, or limited morphological explanations
can be legitimately set aside. The sheer diversity of body
forms, complex appendages, lineages, and habits among
arthropods made a fully resolved phylogenetic understanding
of the major clades an unrealistic dream until just the last few
years. Phylogenomic data sets now confirm the monophyly of
Pycnogonida, Euchelicerata, Myriapoda, and Mandibulata, and
within the latter clade, firmly places the Hexapoda (Insects)
within the Tetraconata or Pancrustacea, a view that challenges
earlier classifications that would maintain traditional boundaries
among major arthropod classes, but is as yet unresolved
with respect to the best supported pancrustacean sister-clade
for Hexapoda (Giribet and Edgecombe, 2012; Oakley et al.,
2013). Insect order-level phylogeny has seen rapid clarification
of long-standing controversies over the relationships of the
earliest extant insect lineages, the origin of winged insects, the
relationships among the polyneopteran orders, and the origin
and relationships of the holometabolan orders (Misof et al., 2014;
Peters et al., 2014). While these new datasets are enormous and
emphasize genetic evidence, their interpretation and analysis in
the context of morphological and macroevolutionary evidence
provides an example of how data combination and integration
of multiple sources of evidence can flourish in a fully integrated
phylogenomic research program. Unfortunately, all the above
remarkable examples from arthropods and other Bilateria groups
do not find any match if it comes to the base of the metazoan ToL
and to resolve the relationships between the five diploblast phyla.
Whole Genome Sequences (WGSs)
We suggest that the number of annotated whole genomes from
diploblastic animals is insufficient for comparative studies, but
we anticipate this will change soon (see below).
Next Generation Progress
This new phylogenomic era of large molecular systematics
datasets is fueled by the availability of full genomes from diverse
lineages. A rich portfolio of methods of has become available
to determine orthology and curated (taxonomically organized)
databases make gene histories available for an increasing
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TABLE 1 | Data sources for resolving the root of the metazoan ToL.
Sister group scenario
Data source
Morphology EvoDevo Fossil record Molecular morphology Gene loss MicroRNAs Gene
sequences
Placozoa + +* {} + + – +
Porifera + {} {} – + – +
Other – {} {} – – – (+)**
Seven principal sources of data may be applied to test the hypothesis that either the Placozoa or the Porifera or another metazoan phylum are the sister group to the rest of the animals.
No single source nor any combination of sources has revealed an undisputed answer yet, as discussed in full detail in the text. “+” means positive support, “−” negative support, and
“{}” insufficient data. *presently the only available comparison derives from the hypothetical “new placula hypothesis” (Schierwater et al., 2009), which is cum grano salis fueled by some
comparative gene expression data of Hox-like genes. **molecular trees which put an other phylum at the base have been extremely short-lived.
collection of genomes [e.g., orthodb.org; phylomedb.org;
orthologID (Chiu et al., 2006)]. The methods to identify
orthology fall into two broad classes with comparable overall
accuracies (Altenhoff and Dessimoz, 2009): Many tools start
from preliminary estimates of gene trees and species trees and
estimate a reconciliation map that defines for each node in the
gene tree whether it corresponds to a duplication or speciation
node. The second class of tools estimates orthology directly from
pairwise comparisons using various refinements of the pairwise
best-hit heuristic (Kristensen et al., 2011; Dalquen et al., 2013).
The groups of 1–1 orthologs that are of particular value
for phylogenetic reconstruction are obtained as a special case.
Even though only a moderate fraction of genes falls into
groups of 1–1 orthologs, at the phylogenetic depth of Metazoa,
analyses can reach a size far beyond the asymptotic certainty
level for phylogenetic reconstruction reached in simulations (or
analyses of sequences from full genomes). Recent advances in
phylogenetic combinatorics suggest that it might even be feasible
to include paralogs in a systematic manner into phylogenetic
analysis provided the duplication history of a gene family can be
well resolved (Hellmuth et al., 2015).
Expanding genomic resources also allows a conservative
approach to using gene harvests with filtering strategies designed
to include only single-copy orthologs and thereby significantly
reducing noise contributed by paralogs and the complexities of
gene family evolution. Computational methods used to assemble,
filter, align, assess information content, and apply evolutionary
models to ever-more complex assessments of data partitions,
make it possible to apply computationally complex analytical
approaches to enormous and complex sets of genes, proteins,
domains, or in fact, whole chromosomal regions. However,
massive sequence data still harbor peculiarities, which are not
fully understood and often even the best-fitting evolutionary
models might not be able to model the true properties of the
data (Philippe et al., 2011b; Nosenko et al., 2013). Many more
conceptual and theoretical developments are needed (Philippe
and Roure, 2011). Currently these phylogenomic approaches are
most feasible for large community-level research collaborations
(Jarvis et al., 2014; Misof et al., 2014), but as implementation and
customization of analysis pipelines become more standardized
and widely feasible, we envision a new molecular systematics
that is fully “comparative genomic” that will provide a more
robust phylogenetic framework for contextualized EvoDevo,
for increasingly precise morphological interpretations, and
macro-evolutionary hypothesis testing at an unprecedented scale
and resolution.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE
APPROACHES
Pessimists say we will never be able to resolve the base of
the animal tree, no matter how many genomes we sequence
and how many ontogenies we describe. Optimists say, NGS
and bioinformatics alone or even EvoDevo alone can eventually
resolve the question. Here is what we suggest as a way forward.
As a starting point we need to examine possible rules for the
variables involved in the phylogenetic analysis of this difficult
problem (see Table 1). By discussing the variables and their
possible standardization we hope to not only demonstrate the
nuances of the phylogenetic approach to this problem, but to also
offer suggestions for how to approach this problem.
Outgroup choice is the easiest and most obvious variable to
standardize. Classical notions about outgroup choice logically
recommend that multiple outgroups be used and that these
outgroups be chosen to be as close to the ingroup as possible.
In addition, for genome level data, it has been shown that
the further the distance of the outgroup from the ingroup,
the more phylogenetic incongruence one will see (Rosenfeld
et al., 2012; Tian and Kubatko, 2014) in genome level and
individual gene analyses. So outgroup choice for this problem
is not trivial. Studies have often used choanoflagellates as the
most logical outgroup, and this is most likely a defensible choice,
but choanoflagellates are often compositionally heterogeneous in
their amino acid composition (Nosenko et al., 2013) which can be
a problem for model choice. But what else is down there to do the
rooting? The answer is basically only organisms that are further
away from the ingroup. A coarse view of this part of the tree of life
indicates that choanoflagellates, fungi, and several amoebozoan
taxa are the major branches in succession from metazoans. We
do not recommend going too far away from the ingroup and
so Fungi and Amoebozoa seem to us to be poor choices for
outgroups to the metazoan problem. However, there are other
organisms closely related to choanoflagellates and metazoans,
and these offer good opportunities for additional outgroups.
Specifically, the Filasterea (e.g., Capsaspora owczarzaki and
Ministeria vibrans), the enigmatic Corallochytrium limacisporum
and theMesomycetozoea (Ichthyosporea) seem to be successfully
more distant outgroups to the choanoflagellate plus Metazoa
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clade (Shalchian-Tabrizi et al., 2008; Paps et al., 2013).
Currently, two choanoflagellate species (Monosiga brevocollis and
Salpingoeca rosetta) have full genome sequences (King et al.,
2008; Fairclough et al., 2013) and the filasterean Capsaspora
owczarzaki has been sequenced (Suga et al., 2013). Adding a
Mesomycetozoea and more Filasterea should be an immediate
priority for outgroup analysis of this problem.
Taxon sampling is also a very straightforward problem for
this question. Most of the taxon sampling done to date for
the question has been careful and comprehensive. Obviously
multiple representatives of the five taxa involved in this problem
are desirable. Any of the ingroups (Bilateria, Ctenophore,
Cnidaria, Placozoa, and Porifera) that have deep basal members
should be especially scrutinized, as these taxa will have a
profound impact on the overall hypothesis. For instance, most
studies have used a single representative for the Placozoa because
its taxonomic status was long thought to be that of amonospecific
phylum. It is now evident that this phylum is quite diverse (Voigt
et al., 2004; Eitel and Schierwater, 2010; Eitel et al., 2013) and
addition of as many lineages of this group as possible is needed.
Another aspect of taxon sampling that has been a major part
of approaches to this problem is the exclusion of taxa from the
analysis because of poor “behavior” of the taxon under certain
model criteria. Obviously if the inclusion of one of these “rogue”
taxa causes a problem with well accepted taxonomic notions of
the groups involved in the study then the inclusion of this taxon
should be scrutinized.
Analytical considerations are more difficult to standardize
because of the philosophical differences that are fundamental to
the different methods. At the risk of oversimplifying the problem
we suggest that there are two dimensions to the analysis problem.
On one axis we suggest that there is controversy over whether
to use a supermatrix (concatenate) or to create a supertree. On
the other axis are the different methodological approaches—
Parsimony, Likelihood, Bayesian methods (especially if multiple
types of data are used). Alternatives to the super matrix
approach exist and do show some promise in resolving difficult
short internode problems. von Haeseler (2012) has made the
most recent arguments that supporters still hold importance
in modern phylogenetic analysis and others have suggested
short cut coalescent methods that on the surface appear to be
useful (Liu et al., 2009a,b; Song et al., 2012). In addition super
network approaches have also been suggested to be useful (Leigh
et al., 2011; Grünewald et al., 2013). However, we suggest that
because of problems with concatelesence (supertree approach
or shortcut coalescence) as pointed out by Gatesy and Springer
(2014) (Gatesy and Springer, 2014; Springer andGatesy, 2016) we
suggest that concatenated supermatrix approaches be favored for
this specific phylogenetic problem and the first axis of the analysis
space be narrowed to concatenated approaches. This seems to
be the way that most researchers are approaching this specific
phylogenetic problem (e.g., Nosenko et al., 2013; Moroz et al.,
2014; Whelan et al., 2015b). However, some authors also suggest
that data such as morphological, molecular morphological, gene
presence or absence, developmental data etc. be concatenated
too, (Lienau and DeSalle, 2009; Schierwater et al., 2009). Through
concatenation we get a better picture of the overall contribution
of different sources of data to a phylogenetic hypothesis, although
there is still a major problem of how to adequately partition
the data sets and apply appropriate weighting and models of
evolutionary change.
This leaves us with the parsimony, likelihood, Bayes axis,
to deal with. Because each of these approaches makes different
assumptions and accommodates different nuances of data,
some of us suggest that accomplishing all three approaches
be the standard for studies that approach this problem. Cross
comparison of the results from the different analyses might
be useful in assessing the assumptions made for the analysis,
with unweighted parsimony being used as a baseline or starting
point (less assumption laden but poorly parameterized), even if
people disagree about the usefulness when it comes to the non-
bilaterian root of the ToL. Likelihood and Bayesian analysis can
then be used to see how parameterizing the analysis impacts tree
topology. The best we can do here is control the parameters that
go into the analyses and keep track of them. The repeatability of
the analyses is very important. Models need to be assessed for
their appropriateness in a ML framework (MODELTEST; Posada
andCrandall, 1998; Posada, 2003) or by Bayesian cross-validation
(see Pisani et al., 2015; if one does not simply wants to use CAT
or CAT-GTR models). The most critical aspect of this axis is
simply keeping track of the manipulations accomplished and to
not simply jump from one point in the analysis space to another.
So for instance if one settles on a Bayesian analysis with removal
of specific taxa, then the full course of analysis that led to the
choice of the final approach be clear.
Perhaps our goal should not be to determine which of the 105
topologies for this five taxon study is the optimal for isolated
data sets and analyses. Rather we should probably be thinking
about how the different kinds of data impact the reconstruction
of the relationships of these five major groups of animals on the
planet. The best way to do this is to concatenate and sort out their
impacts using partitioned analysis (Gatesy and Springer, 2014).
Once we have determined the impacts of the various kinds of
data and analyses we have directed at this question, then we can
better understand why a certain degree of chaos has existed in
reference to this metazoan mess. We suggest it has in the past
been unavoidable for approaches and solutions to this fascinating
question about life on our planet to be a bit chaotic. One of the
goals of this paper is to introduce some organization to the chaos
and to suggest ways to prevent an unringing of the next bell
focused on this question.
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